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Arab-English-French-German-Spanish
Presentation of the Ventureo network.
The world of tomorrow is a world of plenty where energy is provided by renewable energies, where
agriculture is respectful of the environment, and democracy is expressed daily.
Everyone can study the subject of their choice and receive a basic income that allows them to study
in peace. Men and women have learned to communicate in a non-violent way and they are lucid
about their needs. Technology is at the service of the weak, play and joy ﬁll the streets of the cities.
To participate in the development of this society, associations with a vision and a project need a
strong and fair currency. This is why Ventureo promotes cooperation between organizations,
multiplies the strengths of everyone by providing a platform that provides visibility, services, advice
and means of action.
Joining the Ventureo network will bring you new and more eﬀective tools to fulﬁll your missions and
will put you in contact with other organizations whose work is complementary to yours so that
everyone can help each other and overcome the diﬃculties faced by the poorest.

Ventureo will help you to choose the right crypto for your organization
What is a cryptocurrency ?
Why crypto instead of a regular currency ?
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How can this currency be useful for my organization ?
What is in crypto for me?
Where can I learn more about it?
Why would other people would use Ventureo?
How does it help me and my project?
More FAQs…
Let's start
Get a basic income
Join the SEEDS movement
Open a Hive account
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Introduce your project
Introduce your organization

Spend your money !

It is that simple !
10 billion Ventureo are available for 100,000 organizations. http://ventureo.solutions
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project Categories

Climate Change

Open Climate Collabathon
Environment

2 million trees by 2020
Renewable energy

Ethergy: an initiative to reconstruct and verify Nikola Tesla's theories
Recycling

Njombe Beyond: recycle plastic in Tanzania.
Water

Water & Blockchain : an opensource franchise to produce drinkable water, anywhere in the
world.
Education

@askanything: get paid to ask questions !!!
To set up a European Digital Academy
Social enterprise

Altruistic: a group of people who are helping new comers on Steemit.
L'Ecrevis: An open-source co-working space in Annecy.
Water inception: To equip refugee camps with clean drinkable water.
Software

Uberpol : propose a software to vote http://votemobile.xyz

Fintech

Acorns.fun: a basic income on the telos blockchain
EverGreenCoin : produce new coin to protect the environment
https://ventureo.frama.wiki/
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FINCA Forward: opportunity to Accelerate Financial Inclusion.
Fintech4good : Global FinTech and Blockchain network, that works with start-ups, industrial
leaders, NPOs, and investors to develop and implement solutions for a better world.
Palmpay: a mobile point of sale built on the Bitshares blockchain.List of PalmPay Ambassador
accepting Ventureo
SEEDS: Regenerate money
Telos community
Religious organisations

Flaminghelpers: a community set out to encourage constantly neglected Christians articles
while bringing in more people to the awareness of steemit and other interesting cryptocurrency
either on blockchain or via investments.
Add your organization !
Conscious payment
If you think this project is useful, your donation is welcome !
Not familiar with a wiki ? want to learn ?
Go to the sand box, it is a page to learn how to edit/modify the wiki.
Get your project evaluated
We partner with ixo to get your project evaluated. Once evaluated, you attract more funding from
institutional investors. Sign up with my referral code : https://referral.ixo.world?kid=RBG0Y
Brainstorm your next action
Brainstorming your next action will make it more powerful.
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